

Host John A says:
********Begin Pharaoh Mission******* 
                     " Meetings"

OPS Stidd says:
::Aboard McKinley, awaiting arrival to Pharoah::


 ACO Starks says:
:: on bridge in the Big Chair ::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::in the deuterium room, monitoring the slush's temperature::

FCO Horn says:
::at helm control, trying to look busy::

 ACO Starks says:
FCO: time to intercept with McKinley and Stalwart

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@::sorting out some food stocks..::

FCO Horn says:
ACO: ETA is 5 min sir

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks relieved as the temperature begins to drop to injectable levels::

FCO Horn says:
ACO: They are on LRS right now

Host John A says:
ACTION: The USS McKinley shows up on SRS streaking to the Pharaohs position

Ltjg Marlowe says:
@CO: Sir, we're closing in on the Pharaoh

 ACO Starks says:
::taps on command chair panel:: COM: McKinley: Ahoy there, this is Commandeer Starks on board the Pharaoh, boy are we glad to see you

Host K’rust says:
@*Supply* Chief, do you have the repair parts ready?

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: in her quarters aboard the USS McKinley, she's running late... where are those shoes ::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
@CO: Pharaoh hailing sir.  ::Puts it on speakers::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::as the temperature drops, a small alarm sounds:: ::to self:: Aaahhhh. Damn. Failed again.

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@ * K’rust *: almost sir, just finishing right now

Dr Patrick says:
@ :: preparing to rendezvous with the USS Pharaoh ::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::the temperature in the deuterium begins to rise again::

Host K’rust says:
:: nods to OPS:: COM: Pharaoh: James! I had to pull some strings... but we are here!

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@*K’rust * done sir, packed and ready to go

FCO Horn says:
ACO: Slowing to intercept speed

OPS Stidd says:
@::Steps forward to CO K’rust:: CO: It has been a pleasure serving in an unofficial capacity here.

 ACO Starks says:
:: smiles:: COM McKinley: Good to hear your voice again sir.

Host K’rust says:
*Supply* Excellent Chief, 5 minutes. We begin

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: thinks to herself short sleeves, or long sleeves and goes with long sleeves ::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@*K’rust* acknowledged

Ltjg Marlowe says:
@::Touches padd controls on her board, half listening to the conversation going on::

CPO Zimmerman says:
*ACO* Zimmerman to Commander Starks. I can't keep the injectors on line for warp because I can't regulate the deuterium temperature. It's too hot.

FCO Horn says:
ACO: Begin to lose power to the warp drive, trying to compensate

 ACO Starks says:
COM: Bridge to Engine room: don't worry about it Zimm help's on the way. prepare to shut down the core for repairs we'll be dropping to impulse

Host K’rust says:
ACTION: The USS McKinley pulls along side the Pharaoh and matches velocity

OPS Stidd says:
@CO: Permission to take my leave sir?

Dr Patrick says:
@ :: reviewing patient file on Carr, Eli. ::

FCO Horn says:
::as soon as McKinley pulls along side drops to impulse:: ACO: Dropping to impulse drive now

Host K’rust says:
@ FCO: Match the pharaoh to station keeping

CPO Zimmerman says:
*ACO* Aye, skipper. Preparing shutdown sequence.

 ACO Starks says:
:: looks at the impressive Galaxy Class starship pull up on the view screen :: FCO: big ship isn't she?

FCO Horn says:
ACO: Yes sir, but one thing I have learned. The bigger they are the harder they fall

TO Williams says:
::Is on the McKinley, troublesome thoughts in his mind still::

TO Williams says:
@::Holds his packed bags, and his custom-phaser::

 ACO Starks says:
:: stands from chair:: FCO: the bigger they are....the more supplies they can spare to us 

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@::keeps tapping his tricorder, doesn't want to get anything wrong::

FCO Horn says:
ACO: and not a moment to soon either ::says with a smile on her face::

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: realizing they've met up with the USS Pharaoh, she double checks her packs and prepares to transport to her new assignment ::

 ACO Starks says:
COM McKinley: Admiral, we are ready to receive boarders

Host K’rust says:
@*supply* Ready to transport chief. You might want to give them a hand... ask for Ed Zimmerman

Dr Patrick says:
@ :: feels the ships power ebb ::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Leaves the bridge and heads to pick up his gear before transporting over to the Pharoah::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::walks into ME:: All: Okay boys. Let's start core shut down. The skipper wants us buttoned down for field repairs.

Host K’rust says:
@COM: Pharaoh: Excellent Commander, we are on our way

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@*K’rust* Aye sir

ACO Starks says:
FCO: I'll be in the TR you have the Bridge

FCO Horn says:
ACO: Aye sir

 ACO Starks says:
:: walks off bridge to TR 2::

Dr Patrick says:
@ :: gathers her paperwork and heads to the bridge :: *K’rust* Admiral, where should I meet you.

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@::moves over to the transport controls::

 ACO Starks says:
:: enter TR 2 ::

 ACO Starks says:
:: taps controls on the TR control ::

 ACO Starks says:
COM: McKinley: ready for transport at your signal

OPS Stidd says:
@::Enters TR and is ready to transport to the Pharoah::

TO Williams says:
@::Flicks his phaser onto safety again, grabs his bag, and waits to be transported::

SO Qwynn says:
@ :: arrives in the transporter room ::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
@::Scans for any incoming Comm traffic, and send the message for the teams beaming over to be ready::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks around and see the bridge empty. The silence is spooky::

Host K’rust says:
@*Lizzy* Transporter room 1.

 ACO Starks says:
COM McKinley: transporting first group now

 ACO Starks says:
:: activates Transporter beam ::

Dr Patrick says:
@ *K’rust* Acknowledged sir, on my way.  :: smiles ::

Host K’rust says:
@:: goes to TR, giving his XO the CONN::

TO Williams says:
@COM: Pharoah Bridge: Lt Jr, Ryan Williams, requesting permission to beam aboard.  ::notices crew from pharoah in TR::

Ens Lambert says:
@::arrives in TR, toolkit in hand::

Host K’rust says:
ACTION: The bulk of the Pharaohs enlisted and some officers beam home

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks with satisfaction as the core begins to darken and the mild hum subsides::

FCO Horn says:
*Engineering*: I show the warp core is offline now and ready for repairs

OPS Stidd says:
::Beams onto the TP in the Pharoah:: ACO: Permission to come aboard, sir?

 ACO Starks says:
:: welcomes oncoming crew as they make way for the next batch to be beamed aboard ::

Host K’rust says:
@ :: joins his wife and beams to the Pharaoh::

ACO Starks says:
OPS: permission granted Stidd, good to have you back

Dr Patrick says:
:: materializes aboard the Pharaoh ::

TO Williams says:
::Smiles at Starks as he beams aboard:: ACO: Hello again

 ACO Starks says:
TO: Mr. Williams, welcome back

CPO Zimmerman says:
*FCO* Confirmed sir. We're cold and dark. Ready for repair.

TO Williams says:
::Nods:: ACO: Where do you need me?

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods to ACO::ACO: Where do you need the most help, sir?

SO Qwynn says:
:: materializes aboard the USS Pharaoh.  She sets her gear aside and proceeds to the bridge ::

 ACO Starks says:
TO: take the Tac station on bridge 

TO Williams says:
ACO:  Not like there are any security problems on such a small ship.. ::grins::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
@::Sees her replacement and goes to the TR to beam over with a team::

 ACO Starks says:
OPS: I'll need  you in the engine pit with Zimm

TO Williams says:
::Exits the TR and walks for the bridge::

Host K’rust says:
:: gathers his personnel from the McKinley:: All: Alright People! Find Chief Zimmerman and get this ship in shape!

SO Qwynn says:
:: takes the turbo lift to the bridge ::

OPS Stidd says:
ACO: Aye sir, on my way.  ::Turns and leaves the TR for engineering::

 ACO Starks says:
K’rust: Admiral ::salutes:: welcome aboard sir

Host K’rust says:
:: Goes to the Bridge with Lizzy::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
@::Enters the TR on the McKinley and soon finds herself in the TR on the Pharaoh::

Ens Lambert says:
::nods at K’rust and heads towards ME::

Dr Patrick says:
:: Chats with Mor'rok on her way to the bridge ::

Host K’rust says:
ACO: At ease Jimmy... Good to see you.

 ACO Starks says:
:: walking down corridor with dr. Patrick and K’rust ::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@::is transported to the Pharaoh too::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::picks up a padd and reviews its contents. Damage from the Great Barrier is extensive::

 ACO Starks says:
Krust: ::while walking :: we took a beating sir.

TO Williams says:
::Walks into the bridge, nodding at the FCO, and winks::

Dr Patrick says:
K’rust: Dr Yur thinks the two are definitely related....

TO Williams says:
::Takes his seat::

FCO Horn says:
::Monitors all the transports:: Self: a lot of people coming over

Host K’rust says:
ACO: I see that... you were lucky to survive, quite frankly...

OPS Stidd says:
::Arrives in engineering pit with Zimmerman:: How may I be of help Mr. Zimmerman?

FCO Horn says:
::Turns head and sees TO:: TO: Ryan, welcome back. Miss us much?

 ACO Starks says:
Lizzy: Dr. Patrick we still have TR 1 sealed that's where everything happened

Ens Lambert says:
::arrives in ME and stops in front of Zimm:: CPO: Chief Zimmerman?  I'm Ensign Lambert, with the repair team.  Where do you need me?

Ltjg Marlowe says:
::Talks with the TR chief and then proceeds to ME::

 ACO Starks says:
K’rust: Thanks to Captain Braun, sir

Supply Chief BorAk says:
::heads for ME with the part::

TO Williams says:
FCO: Only you... ::grins:: yes, of course.

 ACO Starks says:
:: walks onto bridge in front of the admiral ::

Dr Patrick says:
ACO Starks: If you don't mind, I'd like to take a look at that area.

 ACO Starks says:
ALL: attention on deck!

 ACO Starks says:
Lizzy: of course doctor

FCO Horn says:
TO: There are a lot of people coming over, can you monitor to make sure everybody is where they are suppose to be?

Host K’rust says:
:: nods at lizzy::

CPO Zimmerman says:
OPS: Sir...any help is appreciated. ::shows Stidd the padd:: The plasma injectors are going off-line intermittently. We lost a lot of shielding around the ODN lines. Too much noise in our signals...

 ACO Starks says:
TO: Ryan guide the Dr. to TR1 and un seal it for her

Ltjg Marlowe says:
::Enters the ME and goes over to Zimmerman:: Zimm: I'm here to help.  Where am I need most?

Dr Patrick says:
:: stays on turbo lift and proceeds to TR1 with the FCO ::  ACO: Thank you sir.  :: winks at Krust ::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
::arrives in ME:: CPO: Mr. Zimmerman ? I have some parts here which you might need

Host K’rust says:
ACTION: The USS Stalwart approaches to within a few minutes of the Pharaoh

OPS Stidd says:
CPO: I will start with the plasma injectors, if that is alright with you.

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks at the new Lt.:: Lt: Yes, sir! The deuterium tanks need a new temperature module. I hope that is in the supplies as we requested?

FCO Horn says:
::Notices the USS Stalwart:: *ACO*: The USS Stalwart is coming alongside sir

 ACO Starks says:
:: on bridge with Adm. K’rust::

 ACO Starks says:
FCO: hail them

Ltjg Marlowe says:
Zimm: It is.  I will work there then ::Nods curtly at him and moves over to begin working::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
::puts down his part-filled box::

CPO Zimmerman says:
$OPS: That would be greatly appreciated.

FCO Horn says:
::Opens channel::

 ACO Starks says:
:: points to the big chair :: K’rust: sir?

SO Qwynn says:
:: walks up to the ACO :: ACO Starks: Pardon the intrusion, sir.  Ensign Jakibar Qwynn reporting for duty.  :: telepathically reminds him she is Betazoid, in light of all of the commotion ::

TO Williams says:
::Hails the computer:: COMPUTER: Where is the Doctor?

Supply Chief BorAk says:
CPO: err .. sir ? ::points at the parts::

Host K’rust says:
ACO: Oh no... This is just a friendly visit... It's your ship for now... But... we should speak

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods to Zimm then moves off to begin assessing the damage to the plasma injectors::

 ACO Starks says:
SO: welcome aboard Ensign, take your station ::points to SCI bridge station ::

Dr Patrick says:
:: walks up to the TO :: Ready?

 ACO Starks says:
:: turns to K’rust :: K’rust: just say when sir

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looks around at the commotion in ME, everyone is working as a team::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
::scratches head::

TO Williams says:
::Startled, spins around to find the doctor, oh, hey, grins, then nods:: Dr: Shall we?

Host K’rust says:
ACO: As soon as the Stalwarts CO is here, gather your department heads as well.

Ens Lambert says:
::looks in the box of parts:: CPO: Mind if I dig in and get started?

OPS Stidd says:
::picks up a quantum particle flux inhibitor and begins re-modulating the injectors::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Working with others in ME::

Dr Patrick says:
TO: We shall :: smiles ::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
::notices the ensign and nods::

 ACO Starks says:
K’rust: aye sir

CPO Zimmerman says:
$ENS: Aye, sir. My crew needs some help with the field generators as well.

TO Williams says:
DR: I imagine you know the way?

SO Qwynn says:
:: goes to SCI station ::

Ens Lambert says:
$CPO: Thanks, I'll get right on it then.  ::grabs a few miscellaneous parts and moves off to an open panel::

Host K’rust says:
ACTION: The CO of the Stalwart hails for beam over.

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Examines the damaged Temperature module, then starts replacing it with the new one brought over from the McKinley::

TO Williams says:
::Motions for the doctor to lead::

 ACO Starks says:
:: taps command console and address entire ship:: ATTENTION all hands. I need all dept. heads to meet in the mess hall in 15 minutes that is all

Supply Chief BorAk says:
::starts unpacking, aligning all parts on some flat surface:: CPO/Lambert: take you pick ...

SO Qwynn says:
:: going over science records, familiarizing herself with databases and the current situation ::

ACO Starks says:
COM TR 2: beam the Stalwart CO aboard

Dr Patrick says:
:: begins to lead the way to TR1 and hears the announcement  ::

Dr Patrick says:
TO: I bet that'll include me, I'll catch up with you soon, thank you.

TO Williams says:
DR: I think ill join you

TO Williams says:
DR: The CTO has taken ill.

Capt. von Krieg says:
::feels the transporter beam seize him as transport commences::

Ens Lambert says:
$::receives a small shock from fiddling with the open circuitry::  Ow!  ::and begins to suck on his finger::

 ACO Starks says:
COM Tr 2 : Transporter chief: have CO Von Krieg meet us in the mess hall

FCO Horn says:
::begins to fell uncomfortable with all the brass on board::

Host K’rust says:
ACO: Shall we Commander? :: Points to the exit::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Hears the Ens.:: Lampert: Are you ok Ens.?

 ACO Starks says:
FCO/SO: have 3rd shift cover your post and report to the mess hall

OPS Stidd says:
$::Hands the testing equipment off to an ensign and heads for the mess hall::

 ACO Starks says:
K’rust: aye sir

 ACO Starks says:
:: follows  K’rust off bridge

 ACO Starks says:
::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
::wandering around ME, just making sure he doesn't touch anything::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::materializes in the small TR, pauses for a moment to look around and breathe the air::

FCO Horn says:
ACO: Aye sir ::Calls for his relive:

SO Qwynn says:
ACO: Acknowledged, sir

Ens Lambert says:
$::shaking his finger:: Marlowe: It's nothing ma'am.  I just didn't see it coming.

TO Williams says:
::Approaches the mess hall, taking all the long-lost sights and sounds::

Dr Patrick says:
:: arrives in mess hall ::

Host K’rust says:
:: enters Mess hall::

 ACO Starks says:
:: enters mess hall behind K’rust ::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::a slight smile plays across his face before he stifles it::

OPS Stidd says:
::Arrives in mess hall::

TO Williams says:
::Walks in and notices all the brass, then takes a seat::

FCO Horn says:
::Once third shift arrives gets up from post:: SO: Shall we go?

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$Lampert: You should be more careful Ens.  We have a job to do here ::Eyes the Ens.::

Dr Patrick says:
:: approaches K’rust and Starks ::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::walks, limping slightly from the TR pad, through the door and to the mess hall::

Host K’rust says:
ACTION: The repair continue in Main Engineering, until the warp engines are ready to test. The crew then turns to secondary systems

FCO Horn says:
::Enters mess hall with SO and takes a seat::

Dr Patrick says:
Adm/ACO: Gentleman, we should keep this brief

Ltjg Marlowe says:
<Ltjg_Serena_Brandle> ::Takes the SO post and watches the SO and FCO leave the bridge::

 ACO Starks says:
:: standing beside Admiral K’rust waiting for crew to assemble ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: sits down with the FCO ::

TO Williams says:
::Smiles at the figure of the FCO coming in... he wonders if she has a liking too him... then departs that thought::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::enters mess hall and reports to K’rust:: K’rust: Reporting as ordered, sir.

FCO Horn says:
::Looks around and see all the brass and wonders what this is all about::

 ACO Starks says:
:: looks happy to see Captain Von Krieg ::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$::stares at the working engineers::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::nods towards Starks::

Host K’rust says:
vK: Magnus! welcome

Ens Lambert says:
$::dusts his hands off a bit, then moves to another station::

 ACO Starks says:
Von Krieg: Welcome abroad sir....welcome back

Dr Patrick says:
:: smiles :: Magnus!  How wonderful to see you again.  I only wish the circumstances were better.

Capt. von Krieg says:
K’rust: It is a welcome, sir. The air even smells different here.

Host K’rust says:
All: Lets get to business... What you hear should not leave this room. Understood? Dr Patrick, will share some classified information on the Carr case

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$:: Double checks her work, satisfied, she moves to the secondary station next to her::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::looks surprised for a moment at Dr. Patrick's comment as if he had forgotten the business at hand::

Dr Patrick says:
:: takes center stage ::  All:  This is highly classified, however I can say:

 ACO Starks says:
:: takes a seat by Stidd ::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks around the room as the Doctor gets up::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$Marlowe: what does this thing do ? ::touches a circuit, a small spark flies off::

OPS Stidd says:
::Pays close attention to the debriefing::

TO Williams says:
::Nods::

Dr Patrick says:
:: continues :: we were researching the possibility of utilizing the genetic mutations present in Eli Carr in the work we are doing to advance preventative medicines.

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$self: oops

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Glares at BorAk:: Chief, do not break anything else.  

Dr Patrick says:
All:  When he regained consciousness, we were unable to control his bower and desire to leave our facility.

Host K’rust says:
:: silently hands Starks and von Krieg each a PADD::

 ACO Starks says:
:: takes PADD and continues to listen ::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::silently takes padd and keys in security code::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$Marlowe: I will, err won't ::rubs hand::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
<LtjgSerena_Brandle> ::Runs some diagnostics on the SCI stations::

Dr Patrick says:
All: At this time all research has been discontinued.  This now former project remains at a classified level.  Your help has been greatly appreciated

 ACO Starks says:
Dr. : you mean Captain’s Braun's help...

Capt. von Krieg says:
::looks stunned and momentarily off guard::

Host K’rust says:
:: nods at his wife:: ALL: That is all you need to know...

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Looks down her nose at BorAK:: Chief: You had better not.  That station needs repairs ::Indicates another station:: Chief: You will work on it

 ACO Starks says:
:: reads PADD ...eyes turn to Von Kreig ::

Ens Lambert says:
$::stands up straight and looks at his work:: Marlowe: We should be able to run some tests soon.  We're making some good progress it seems.

Dr Patrick says:
All: Admiral K'rust has a few things to say as well... 

Dr Patrick says:
:: steps back ::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::looks back at Starks, his face a mask::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$Marlowe: err ... okay sir ::moves over::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$Lampert: Yes we are. In spite of others.  ::Checks in with Zimmerman and informs him they will be ready to begin testing soon::

Host K’rust says:
All: The loss of Jakob, was a devastating blow to the ship. But I know of the spirit and duty that is present here. You will rise above :: raises a fist in the air::

Dr Patrick says:
:: is reminded how lucky she is to be alive, again ::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::taps in another series of codes into the padd::

FCO Horn says:
::Continues to listen intently::

 ACO Starks says:
:: looks with Pride to the Admiral::

Ens Lambert says:
$::moves next to Borak and whispers:: Don't take what the Lt says too personally, she's a bit uptight.

Capt. von Krieg says:
::straightens his back::

Host K’rust says:
:: glances at the ACO and vK:: All: Command has decided to provide you a captain experianced with the Pharaoh and her crew...

Ltjg Marlowe says:
<LtjgSerena_Brandle> :: Notices some minor problems and calls ME:: *ME*: I'm reading some power drops on the SCI station. Please let me know when you are ready to test them

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$::crawls underneath some console, looks up at Lambert:: Lambert: oh, ok, I’ll keep that in mind ... thanks a lot ::very nervously::

Host K’rust says:
ALL: Ladies and Gentlemen, Command of the Pharaoh is formally changed to Captain Magnus Von Krieg... :: Motions to vK::

Ens Lambert says:
$::moves to the next panel grinning and shaking his head::

OPS Stidd says:
::Raises an eyebrow in surprise and satisfaction::

 ACO Starks says:
:: stands and puts hand on Krieg's shoulder :: Krieg: congratulations

TO Williams says:
::Nods, not sure what to make of the situation::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$::struggles to open the panel::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::stands and moves to the front::

 ACO Starks says:
COM: Computer! transfer all command codes to Captain Von Krieg, authorization Starks 124 Omega

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$self: got it! ::falls back with the panel on top of him::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::listens as the computer complies with the order:: ACO: Captain, you stand relieved.

Host K’rust says:
ACO/CO: Anything to add Gentlemen?

 ACO Starks says:
:: steps back ::

XO Starks says:
ALL: I'd like to say something

SO Qwynn says:
:: listens intently ::

TO Williams says:
::Tightly grips his phaser, shaking his head::

FCO Horn says:
::Perks her ears::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Raises her eyebrows at the Chiefs misfortune:: Chief: Really! Lampert: Ens. you will help him. Now

XO Starks says:
ALL: Captain Von Kreig and I have served in the past under fire and in hostile situations, he's always gotten his ship home, and he's also received the federation medal for peace. We couldn't get a better captain

SO Qwynn says:
:: waits for the XO to finish and quietly excuses herself to return to her post ::

Host K’rust says:
Lizzy>>

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$Marlowe/Lambert: s..sorry sirs ... I’m used to handling cargo, not engineering consoles

Ens Lambert says:
$::sighs loudly:: Marlowe: I'm on it ma'am.  ::leans down to help remove the panel and whispers to Borak:: See what I mean?

Capt. von Krieg says:
::turns to the assembled staff:: All: Few of you I know. Many of you I do not. However, I am assured of one thing. You have been posted to the Pharaoh. That alone makes you the best Starfleet can offer. I expect nothing but the best from you in that light. Commander Starks will continue to serve as executive officer.

TO Williams says:
::Nods his head, wishing for better circumstances, circumstances with Captain Terrance instead::

XO Starks says:
::nods to CO ::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$Lambert: I think I get it

Dr Patrick says:
:: looks around the room for TO Williams.  Upon getting his attention she signals him to meet her in the hall ::

Capt. von Krieg says:
All:I have the utmost confidence in him as I do of you.  That is all. We have a ship to repair.

XO Starks says:
ALL: you heard the Captain...report to your stations!

Ens Lambert says:
$Borak: There's a trick to it... ::pops a latch on the side:: There you go.

TO Williams says:
::Stands up, intent, for once, and walks by, looking at the FCO and nods and winks at her on the way by::

FCO Horn says:
::gets up and returns to her post::

TO Williams says:
::Walks out the walkway

OPS Stidd says:
::Stands and returns to the plasma injectors::

Dr Patrick says:
TO Williams: Thank you, would you escort me to TR1 now, sir.

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Watches Lampert and BorAK begin to work together and nods to herself::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$Lambert: Ooh! never noticed that one yet, thanks !

FCO Horn says:
::Looks at TO and nods her head:: Self: Still same old TO

Capt. von Krieg says:
::watches as the room clears of people::

TO Williams says:
::Nods, reluctantly::

Host K’rust says:
ALL: Alright People, lets get this boat home! Dismissed!

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$Lambert: and this ... ? ::reaches out to almost touch a main EPS relay::

XO Starks says:
:: nods to K’rust ::

TO Williams says:
::Arrives at TR1:: Dr. what am I supposed to do again? in detail?

Capt. von Krieg says:
::turns to K’rust:: K’rust: We have one more somber duty...Jakob.

Dr Patrick says:
TO Williams: just let me in, that will be all

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Shakes her head and wonders how BorAK has lived this long::  Crew of McKinley: Finish up here and then report back to the McKinley

TO Williams says:
::Opens the door:: Dr. Okay, here you go.

Host K’rust says:
Von Krieg: Yes, I know old friend, We must take him...Orders are orders

Ens Lambert says:
$::stopping Borak:: Uh, no-no.  Let's have none of that.  Tell you what, why don't you check with the Lt again, maybe she's got another job for you

Dr Patrick says:
TO Williams: Thank you, would you wait outside, please.

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$::retracts hand just in time, then gets up:: self: at last ..

XO Starks says:
CO: captain Braun's casket is in cargo bay 1 on deck 3 sir

Capt. von Krieg says:
XO: Jimmy, how long will be before we can sustain warp 6?

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$Lambert: err ... whatever you say sir

TO Williams says:
:: Nods suspiciously, grabbing his phaser and guards the door::

Dr Patrick says:
:: waits for the TO to leave and opens her tricorder to scan for a specific signature ::

Host K’rust says:
XO: Have it sent to the McKinley Jimmy... :: frowns::

XO Starks says:
CO: with this large a repair team sir? I say 45 minutes more tops

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Finishes up on the station she is at::

XO Starks says:
K’rust:.....aye sir

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$::just walks over to get his now empty box and stands ready to depart::

Ens Lambert says:
$Marlowe: I think we're all set here.  Ready to take the repair team out?

FCO Horn says:
::Arrives on bridge and resumes her duties::

XO Starks says:
K’rust: I'll get right on that

TO Williams says:
::Tries not too look to obvious::

XO Starks says:
:: leaves mess hall ::

Host K’rust says:
CO: Magnus, order the Stalwart to retrieve the transport... we will meet at Tenerus in 2 days.

Dr Patrick says:
:: walks around the room with her tricorder ::

Capt. von Krieg says:
XO: Very good .::smiles a rare smile:: I see you've kept the boat in order. Thank you.

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$Lampert: Yes. Out loud: Move out to TR2.  

Dr Patrick says:
Aloud: There it is!  

XO Starks says:
:: on way out door: CO: nothing but the best here sir   :: walks into hall::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::taps Comm badge and issues his final order as Stalwart CO::

Ens Lambert says:
$::waits until the last of the team exits then makes his way to TR2::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
$::immediately walks out of ME towards the TR, certainly not looking back::

Host K’rust says:
 COM: *Fleet*:  We are done here. You have your orders. McKinley: set course for Tenerus Alpha max warp. Pharaoh: you are on your own. Good luck!

XO Starks says:
:: in TR 2 beams Captain's Braun's Casket to the McKinley ::

Supply Chief BorAk says:
::walks on to the TR platform and is beamed back to his ship::

Host K’rust says:
ACTION: The Galaxy class and New Orleans class vessels move out as ordered..

OPS Stidd says:
::Returns to the bridge and the OPS station::

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Walks with Lampert to TR2, nods at BorAKs back:: Lampert: It is amazing that he is still alive 

Dr Patrick says:
:: closes her tricorder and walks to the door :: TO Williams: I'm finished here, thank you.  The seal is lifted, clean the room for use, thank you.  That is all.

Supply Chief BorAk says:
@::returns to his comfy storage in the cargo bays::

FCO Horn says:
*ACO*: The McKinley and the Stalwart are leaving sir. We are under our own power now

Ltjg Marlowe says:
$::Is beamed back to the McKinley and returns to her post::

TO Williams says:
::Nods:: *CO*: The doctor is done... any further orders?

XO Starks says:
*FCO* roger that, set course for home and wait till ENG reports ready

Host K’rust says:
ACTION: the SO’s console, lights up with a reading

SO Qwynn says:
:: notices an odd reading on her console.  :: CO: I'm getting a reading... it's space that is out of phase, sir.

FCO Horn says:
*ACO* Course already plotted sir, just waiting for the green light to go

XO Starks says:
:: walks onto bridge ::

ltjg Serena Brandle says:
::Notices the panel light up::

Capt. von Krieg says:
::walks to the bridge and approaches the hard chair, he places his hand on the arm:: ALL: Attention all hands. Prepare for a warp core restart on my mark.

FCO Horn says:
::Looks around and notices the she is the senior person on bridge, goes over to investigate::

FCO Horn says:
::Notices CO on bridge and decides not to::

Host K’rust says:
***** Pause Mission*******


